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Abstract
This paper assesses a series hybrid propulsion system utilizing a recuperated gas turbine configuration. An
adapted engine model capable to reproduce a turboshaft engine steady state and transient operation is built
and used as a baseline for a recuperated engine. The recuperated engine presents a specific fuel
consumption improvement of more than 15% at maximum continuous rating at the expense of surge margin
which is reduced. An Oil and Gas (OAG) mission of a Twin Engine Medium helicopter has been used for
assessing the hybrid configuration. The thermo-electric system brings a certain level of flexibility allowing for
the recuperated engine to operate for high take-off weight cases. If envisioned 2025 technology is
considered the fuel benefit of the series hybrid recuperated configuration for the OAG mission is in the range
of 5%. The integrated system models (gas turbine, electric and heat exchanger systems) are built in
Simcenter Amesim, a system modelling platform allowing for both steady state and dynamic simulation.
1. INTRODUCTION
There is a growing concern over the
environmental impact of aviation explained by the
fast growth of the global aviation traffic. An
average 4% annual growth is manifested, while
the 2035 global traffic is forecasted to be twofold
that of 2016[1]. Rotorcrafts, that currently fly an
average of 1,500,000 flight hours consuming
400,000 tonnes of aviation fuel annually, are
going to be part of this growth. Specifically
helicopters are seen as a quick and safe way to
transport patients between hospitals[2], while the
traffic for passenger transport/air taxi, which has
been a marginal activity until now, is expected to
boom in the near future with a two to three-fold
increase in the period of 2015-2020[3]. Therefore,
the rotorcraft fleet contribution to environmental
impact is becoming a concern and measures to
reduce it are investigated and assessed.
The development of new technologies can
potentially hinder the environmental emissions of
the aviation industry. Several ways to tackle this
challenge have been proposed ranging from
changing the aircraft operational procedures[4] to
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radically changing the aircraft and propulsion
system architecture[5]. The “More Electric Aircraft”
(MEA) concept is expected to be in the forefront of
this change, given that already pneumatic and
hydraulic aircraft systems are replaced by electric
systems[6]. On longer term hybrid electric and
universally electric aircraft are considered as
promising concepts for addressing the NASA
N+3[7] goals and the Strategic Research
Innovation Agenda[3] as discussed by Vratny et
al.[8].
Thermo-electric or hybrid powerplants capitalize
on the use of efficient core engine alongside
electric energy storage systems. Thermo-electric
configurations bring a certain level of flexibility into
the powerplant design and the vehicle as a whole,
since the engine may operate in more favourable
operating points throughout the mission (high
power settings – low specific fuel consumption –
sfc), providing propulsive power and electric
power in several systems at the same time. This
flexibility is of interest for rotorcrafts since typical
helicopter cruises between 55% to 65% of the
installed power for around 80% to 90% of the
helicopter flight[9], operating at high sfc points.
Additionally hybrid electric power systems for
rotorcrafts may offer high reliability and lower
maintenance cost, mainly due to eliminating or
reducing the gearboxes and transmissions,
components that do not have graceful failure
modes. Another interesting aspect is that in the
case of hybrid configuration the supplemental
power may be provided by the battery pack rather
than the engine itself in case of OEI (One Engine
Inoperative) operation, adding to the safety and
reducing the need for over-sizing the engine.
These advantages come with increased weight
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and complexity of the whole propulsion system,
thus for assessing the performance of a hybrid
propulsion system the increased weight of the
helicopter should be considered.
Another way to address the increased specific fuel
consumption during part-load operation of
helicopters is the regenerative / recuperated
cycle. The deployment of regenerative technology
for enhancing the operational capabilities of
helicopters, specifically for military use, has been
of interest since 1960s[10]. Fakhre et al.[11]
demonstrated that the conceptual recuperated
helicopter has the potential to significantly
improve the maximum attainable range capability,
achieving a significant reduction in mission fuel
burn. The advantages of the recuperated cycle
come with increased weight, complexity and lower
specific power due to the heat exchanger
pressure losses. The latter is important if an
existing engine is considered for modification,
since its power ratings are expected to
significantly decrease, thus it may not be capable
to power existing helicopters. Additionally the
dynamic behaviour of the engine is expected to
change due to the thermal inertia of the heat
exchanger. A thermo-electric powerplant utilizing
a recuperated cycle is expected to negate the
effect of heat exchanger pressure losses to the
engine power output, thus making this concept
more interesting since existing engines can be
modified decreasing the development time and
cost.
For assessing this type of configuration an
integrated series hybrid – electric recuperated
turboshaft configuration for rotorcraft application is
modelled and simulated. The recuperated engine
model built is based on publicly available
experimental data of a T700-GE-700 engine test
rig[12]. A model of this engine adapted to steady
state experimental data and capable to reproduce
with very good accuracy the steady state and
transient operation of the engine throughout the
whole operating envelope is built. Following a
recuperated version of the engine is developed
and its performance and dynamic behaviour are
calculated and discussed. Following a series
hybrid configuration utilizing the recuperated
engine is built. The hybrid configuration is
assessed in terms of performance and engine
operability for a typical Twin Engine Medium
(TEM) helicopter mission. The effect of weight
increase due to hybridization and recuperation on
the fuel burn benefit is quantified and the degree
of hybridization for different operating conditions is
calculated.
The simulation of the different systems (gas
turbine, electrical and thermal) was materialized in
Simcenter Amesim which is a system simulation

platform widely used by aeronautics and space
industries. For the gas turbine modelling a newly
developed library of components, available in
Simcenter Amesim, which is dedicated to the
modelling and simulation of gas turbine engines
(aero, industrial and marine) is used herein. The
hybrid electric configuration is modelled by
combining the gas turbine model with components
of the electrical, control and thermal Simcenter
Amesim libraries, building integrated systems
capable to perform simulations both for steady
state and dynamic analysis.
2. GAS TURBINE LIBRARY
The Gas Turbine library is consisting of relevant
components such as compressor, turbine,
combustor, ducts etc. The modular nature of a
gas turbine engine makes the identification of
components and connections a straight forward
procedure. In addition to the usual components,
volume components can be used for taking into
account the volume dynamics effect on engine
transient operation and variable orifices to
simulate bleed off valves (BOV). Components
from other libraries such as shafts for accounting
for shaft dynamics, propellers, gearboxes,
generators, heat exchangers, pumps can be
combined with the gas turbine library components
to allow the modelling of any gas turbine
configuration and of integrated systems.
2.1.

Components

The compressor and turbine modelling is based
on the well established rigorous entropy
calculations described by Walsh and Fletcher[13]
and Kurzke[14]. The variable geometry effect on
turbomachinery map is simulated by applying the
simplified methodology described by Kurzke[14]. In
this case the map parameters (mass flow (W),
pressure ratio (PR) and efficiency (eff) are
corrected in accordance to eq. (1) to (3). The
correction is a function of the difference of the
actual variable guide vanes (VGV) position
relative to the scheduled – on map- VGV position
(δang) and of the relevant parameters (aVG, bVG,
cVG).
(1)
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Compressor and turbine maps are usually
referring to a specific working medium
composition (e.g. dry air). Correction terms based

(3)
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on similarity can be used for accounting
compositions different than the reference one.
This allows assessing the effect of humidity and
the effect of using different fuels. The correction
terms suggested in AGARD AR-332[15] have been
implemented for scaling the maps in accordance
to the working medium synthesis. This feature can
be activated / deactivated. For simulating
turbomachinery components degradation the
health indices as introduced by Stamatis et al.[16]
have been implemented. Suitable health indices
can be used for simulating specific components
faults[17].
The volume dynamics and the heat transfer
between the gas and the surrounding parts of the
engine are represented by the chamber
component with heat exchanges. The heat flow
can be modelled utilizing the Amesim thermal
library components and the relevant materials
library. The ducts are modelled as orifices of
specific flow coefficient, where the flow coefficient
can be calculated via available geometrical data
or imposed by the user. This approach allows for
varying pressure losses throughout operation, as
a function of corrected mass flow.
The combustion is modelled utilizing chemical
kinetics and the relevant reaction rate
coefficient[18]. Any fuel composition can be applied
and the combustion products are calculated
based on the stoichiometric equation. The
combustion chamber components available are a
primary zone component accounting for
combustion and pressure drop and a secondary
zone component accounting for chemical reaction
and pressure drop. Both components can account
for heat transfer applying thermal library
components, while cooling holes can be
considered too. The secondary zone can be
discretized and can be used to represent the
dilution zone. The fluid properties are calculated
according to the NASA CEA data[19].
The ambient air synthesis can be defined by the
user in molar or mass basis. The ambient air
conditions can be defined by the user or

calculated via the atmosphere component.
International standard atmosphere (ISA)[20], U.S.
standard atmosphere 1976[21] and Military
standard atmosphere models[22],[23] are available
for selection. The ISA non-standard days are also
available (hot, cold, tropical and polar) for
assessing the system operation in the extremes of
the design envelope.
2.2.

Engine Model Developing

Having established a physical consistent gas
turbine library any engine model can be built. The
modular nature of the gas turbine engine makes
this a straight forward process. In order to relate
flow quantities at the inlet and outlet of individual
engine components, the equations of mass and
energy conservation along with species
concentration conservation are employed. The
equations are solved through a well established
integrator switching automatically between several
algorithms depending on the numerical stiffness of
the system[24],[25],[26]. The gas turbine library set of
components can be combined with a plethora of
components of other libraries such as electrical,
control and thermal, allowing the modelling of
conventional and unconventional engines, the
analysis of integrated systems and the application
of different control strategies. A simulation
environment that allows for rapid engine model
implementation and evaluation can be used
during the pre-design stage on an engine
development programme allowing for the
performance and operation assessment of new
engines and configurations. A simple twin shaft
engine built through drop and drag of the relevant
components can be seen in Figure 1. The model
control parameter is the fuel, while the power
turbine rotational speed is selected to be kept
constant for simulating constant rotor operation.
The engine design point is defined according to
Table 1.
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Figure 1: Twin shaft engine model

For streamlining the engine model building
process a compressor and turbine map scaling
tool is available. The engine design point can be
derived from the open literature[27], measurement
data[28] or design calculations based on
technology level[29]. The map scaling tool (Figure
2) allows for the point and click selection of the
initial map design point, hence the map scaling
factors[30] can be directly calculated.
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Table 1: Twin Shaft engine Design Point
Inlet duct pressure losses [%]
2.2
Compressor isentropic eff [-]
0.81
Pressure Ratio [-]
17.49
Turbine Entry Temperature [K]
1465
Combustor pressure losses [%]
6.9
Combustor efficiency [%]
98.5
Core turbine isentropic eff [-]
0.85
Power turbine isentropic eff [-]
0.85
Exit duct pressure losses [%]
9
Power [kW]
1.374
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Figure 4: Engine Temperatures vs Power
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Figure 2: Compressor Map scalling tool
Having the ability to establish turbomachinery
maps capable to reproduce engine operation at a
specific operating range is advantageous for
assessing engine performance[31] along with
operability and health condition[32]. Additionally an
adapted engine model can be used for assessing
engine control[33],[34] and engine modifications[35].
Indicative engine model performance data are
presented in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5,
along with the relevant data calculated from
TURBOMATCH simulation tool. TURBOMATCH
is the Cranfield University in-house 0-D
performance simulation tool[36] and it has been
successfully validated against experimental and
simulated data[37] - [40]. The results indicate very
good agreement between the two simulation tools
throughout the operating range examined.
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Figure 5: Compressor Operating Line
3. TEST CASE ENGINE
The T700-GE-700 is the first production model of
the T700 family (first engine delivered in early
1978), and its civil derivatives, named as CT7[41].
It consists of a five-stage axial and a single-stage
centrifugal flow compressor; a low-fuel-pressure,
annular combustion chamber; a two-stage axial
flow gas generator turbine; and a two-stage
uncooled independent power turbine[41]. The
engine model built can be seen in Figure 6,
utilizing fuel flow as the setting parameter. The
gas generator consists of an axial compressor
(LPC) and a single centrifugal stage (HPC) driven
by the core axial turbine (CT).
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Figure 6: Amesim T700-GE-700 model configuration

Table 2: Experimental data from NASA-Lewis
experimental test engine [12]
T2
[C]
13.9
13.3
9.2
9.1
8.6
8.6

NG
[%]
65.9
84.7
87.7
90.4
92.6
95.9

Np
[%]
52.6
95.7
95.7
95.7
95.7
95.7

W2
[kg/s]
1.45
2.34
2.79
3.13
3.47
3.86

p3
[bar]
4.0
7.8
9.6
11.1
12.7
14.6

T3
Torque
[C]
[Nm]
189.1
40.8
296.9
122.2
327.4
201.1
353.0
280.0
378.5
371.9
409.1
489.2

The adapted engine model reproduces the engine
steady state experimental data with good
accuracy throughout the whole operating
envelope – down to 46kW, as seen in Figure 7.
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The free power turbine (PT) is delivering shaft
power. The model uses appropriate maps to
define
off-design
performance
for
the
turbomachinery components utilizing the Amesim
readily available maps. The combustor pressure
losses vary with the combustor inlet corrected
mass flow rate. Ducts pressure losses are a
function of mass flow rate. Cooling flows for the
CT are extracted from the HPC exit, following the
cooling flow percentage presented by Ballin [12],
while the cooling flow split is selected following
the equivalent single stage cooled turbine logic[13]
[42]
applying a work potential of the cooling flow of
0.6. The first and second stators of the T700 axial
compressor are of variable geometry and the
starting air is bled off from the axial compressor
exit. The compressor VGV modelling is done
according to eq. (1), assuming no penalty on
efficiency and pressure ratio[28]. A variable BOV is
also modelled applying the variable area orifice
component. Both VGV and BOV position are a
function of ambient temperature and rotational
speed activated when the corrected gas generator
speed (NG) is less than 87% of the nominal one.
Kerosene (C10H20) is used as fuel in this study.
The model is adapted to the experimental data
presented by Ballin[12] (Table 2).

20
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[12]

Figure 7: Measured versus calculated data for
steady state operation
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The Amesim transient behaviour for the case of a
high power manoeuvre can be seen in Figure 8
along with calculated data from the GE
performance-standard
status-81
simulation
presented by Ballin[12].
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Amesim is a dynamic simulation environment;
hence the model built for steady state simulation
can be directly used for transient simulation. Shaft
inertia is the dominant term[43]. The gas generator
and power turbine shaft moment of inertias are
defined equal to 0.06033kg·m2 and 0.084 kg·m2
following the values recommended by Ballin[12].
The gas dynamic effects are considered utilizing
the volume components. For this size of engine
the gas dynamics effects are expected to be
small[44]. The heat soakage effect is expected to
be small[12] and it is not considered in this model.
The heat soakage effect can be easily applied if
relevant data is available utilizing components
from the thermal and materials library.
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Figure 8: Simulated in[12] versus Amesim
calculated data for a high power manoeuvre
The transient behaviour of the Amesim model for
the case of a fuel step increase can be deducted
from Figure 9. The gas generator speed,
compressor discharge pressure and torque
variation are presented along with calculated data
from the GE performance-standard status-81
simulation presented by Balln[12]. The power
turbine speed was assumed constant in
accordance with the simulation case presented by
Ballin[12].
As seen the model built in Amesim and adapted to
the relevant steady state data presents the
expected behaviour in terms of time constants
and values for transient operation as well, thus it
can be used for assessing both the steady state
and transient operation of the engine.

Figure 9: Simulated in[12] versus Amesim
calculated data for a fuel step increase

4. RECUPERATED ENGINE
Recuperated engines have been considered for
rotorcraft configurations[11],[45] and assessed from
a performance point of view, while the transient
behaviour of the configuration has not been
addressed. In this study the test case engine is
acting as the baseline for the recuperated engine.
The simple cycle engine model built in Amesim is
easily changed to a recuperated cycle utilizing the
relevant available heat exchanger components.
Amesim offers several levels of modelling for the
heat exchanger, depending on the available data.
In this case the simplest one is selected. The heat
exchanger effectiveness is assumed 70%,
according to the data presented in McDonald et
al.[45]. The weight and mass is calculated based
on the effectiveness value applying the following
Unrestricted Page 6 of 14
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w(kg / kgmass flow)  0.0245  eff  %   
2

(4)

2.1985  eff  %   56.64
The design of the heat exchanger for establishing
the basic geometric information is done applying
the volume calculations described by Walsh and
Fletcher[13] for effectiveness of 70%. The area is
calculated applying the NTU method[46]. The
effectiveness is assumed to vary for off-design
operation according to the following equation [13]:
WOD
 1  effDP 
(5)
Wdes
The recuperated engine maximum intermittent
turbine entry temperature (TET) is the one of the
baseline engine. The engine intermittent shaft
power is decreased by almost 19% due to the
additional pressure losses imposed by the heat
exchanger from 1210kW to 982kW. This decrease
would be prohibitive in a typical configuration, but
in the case of hybrid propulsion the additional
power can be provided by the batteries. On the
other hand the recuperated engine presents
betterment in specific fuel consumption equal to
14% at high load operation, as can be seen in
Figure 10. The fuel consumption improvement is
greater when part load operation is considered.
The maximum continuous rating (MCR) of the
simple cycle engine is equal to 987kW[47]. For the
recuperated engine the power produced for the
same TET is 832kW. The recuperated engine has
specific fuel consumption (sfc) of 254 g/kWh,
decreased by 15.7% compared to the simple
cycle engine MCR.

detailed heat exchanger design is needed for fully
assessing its effect on the overall engine transient
operation. Nevertheless, it is apparent that the
recuperated model captures the physics and
general trends can be derived.
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Figure 11: simple cycle and recuperated engine
response to a fuel step increase
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Figure 10: simple and recuperated cycle
performance
The addition of the heat exchanger changes the
response time of the gas turbine to external
disturbances, as expected[48], due to the
recuperator volume and thermal inertia. The effect
of the recuperator to the transient behaviour of the
engine can be seen in Figure 11. The lag is a
strong function of thermal inertia; hence more

Recuperation increases the pressure ratio of the
engine for a specific operating point due to the
increased pressure losses; hence it is expected to
negatively affect the compressors surge margin.
Thermal inertia is also expected to negatively
affect surge margin during transient operation. For
quantifying these effects on surge margin, an
acceleration – deceleration manoeuvre is
simulated (Figure 12). As seen in Figure 13 and
Figure 14 the surge margin of the recuperated
engine reduces significant compared to the simple
cycle. As expected the time lag due to the
recuperator thermal inertia is significantly more
profound than the effect of shaft inertia. This
behaviour highlights the importance of examining
the engine operability along with the performance
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when new configurations or modifications are
assessed.
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Figure 12: fuel step increase relative to maximum
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Figure 13: simple cycle and recuperated engine
response to a fuel step increase – axial
compressor
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requirements for TEM helicopters[50],[51]. An Oil
and Gas (OAG) mission representative of modern
TEM helicopter operation has been defined. The
schedule assumes that the helicopter takes off
from De Kooy Airfield in Den Helder, the
Netherlands while carrying a specified payload.
The helicopter subsequently travels towards a
designated offshore oil/gas platform (oil rig 1)
located in the North Sea, where it lands and drops
off the on-board payload. The helicopter then
travels towards a second offshore oil/gas platform
(oil rig 2) where it picks up another useful payload
and subsequently returns to the original De Kooy
Airfield in Den Helder. Climb and descent rates
are held fixed at 5 m/s and 3.5 m/s, respectively.
A time step Dt of 5 s is used for each individual
mission segment. All coordinated turns are
executed with a turn rate of 5 deg/s, with the
exception of fine tuning of the helicopter’s
orientation, where the turn rate is defined based
on the orientation error and the mission time step
Dt. The mission range is 206.8km and the time is
4935sec, the on-board payload is assumed equal
to 616kg and the initial Take Off Weight (TOW) is
equal to 5000kg.
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Figure 14: simple cycle and recuperated engine
response to a fuel step increase – centrifugal
compressor
5. THERMO-ELECTRIC
ASSESSMENT
5.1.

POWERPLANT
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(b)

Helicopter mission definition

For performing the preliminary assessment of the
recuperated engine a typical TEM helicopter is
used as a test case. HECTOR has been used for
deriving the power demand for a specified
mission. HECTOR is an in-house rotorcraft
comprehensive code[49] that has been used to

Air speed

1000

Airspeed (m/s)

Altitude

1.4

Figure 15: OAG mission: (a) geographical
definition; (b) time variations of deployed
operational airspeed and height above ground
level altitude
The power demand for the mission, for TOW of
5000kg is depicted in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: OAG mission total power demand
5.2.

Propulsion system

A series hybrid configuration is modelled in
Amesim utilizing components from the electric
motor library. The recuperated gas turbine is
connected to a generator providing power to the
motor and charging the batteries. The batteries
also provide energy to the motor during one or
more phases, supplementing the engines
available power. The motor is connected to the
helicopter rotor. The battery considered has a
nominal capacity of 75Ah and a nominal voltage
of 270V[52]. The Amesim available battery sizing
tool[53],[54] has been used, while the option to
import data from datasheets is available. For this
preliminary study the simplest Amesim generator
component is used. It is sized based on the
maximum torque and rotational speed. Efficiency
is assumed constant throughout operation and
equal to 0.98[55]. The quasi static model of
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine
(PMSM) has been used for the motor along with
the relevant controller, selecting varying winding
losses. The controller efficiency is assumed
constant and equal to 0.97[55]. The integrated

series hybrid configuration built can be seen in
Figure 17. The electric power system is connected
to the helicopter component which provides the
torque demand of the helicopter as calculated by
HECTOR. The power source is the gas turbine, as
seen in Figure 17. The gas turbine and the
helicopter torque request are depicted as
supercomponents for Figure clarity. The relevant
models are accessible in the hybrid configuration
by just opening the relevant supercomponent. The
simple cycle engine is directly connected to the
helicopter component, thus only the gearbox
losses are applied. A simplistic engine control
scheme has been developed in order to: a)
provide the fuel flow needed for the specified
power and b) keep the TET lower than a specified
value. The true airspeed and altitude are mission
inputs in the relevant component. The mission
component calculates the atmosphere conditions
(total and static) that are used as input to the
engine model.
5.3.

Performance and Operability analysis

The OAG mission has been simulated in Amesim
both for the conventional configuration: simple
cycle with gearbox and for the hybrid
configuration: recuperated cycle with series hybrid
propulsion system. For the series hybrid case the
engine is charging the batteries if the state of
charge (SOC) of the batteries is less than 100%
and the engine has power surplus. For the
mission the engines are bounded by the
corresponding MCR.
In case of the hybrid configuration, when the
actual TET becomes greater than the MCR TET,
the fuel is stabilized and the battery is supporting
the engine, providing the additional power.

Figure 17: Amesim Series hybrid configuration
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total propulsion energy comes from the battery.
For this case the maximum battery produced
propulsion power at a specific operating point
during the mission is 18% of the total propulsion
power.

The OAG mission is simulated for different TOW
ranging from 5000kg to 6260kg to quantify the
effect of the helicopter weight on the fuel
consumption and system operation. The results
are presented in Table 3. Along with the mission
fuel (block fuel) the overall energy ratio defined as
the ratio between the electrical energy used for
propulsion to the overall propulsion energy is
calculated.

For further assessing the series hybrid
configuration performance the propulsion system
weight should be considered as a parameter. As
discussed in several publications[52] [55] [56] [57] there
is much uncertainty in the specific power of the
future generators/motors and batteries, hence
herein three cases will be examined. The battery
energy density is assumed 250 Wh/kg [56],
resulting to a weight of 81kg. The envisioned
generators/motors energy density varies from
5kW/kg to 30kW/kg[56] [57] [58], thus a pessimistic
approach may be 5kW/kg and an optimistic
approach 30kW/kg. Assuming a 5kW/kg power
density the electric system weight, based on
maximum total power setting of 2500kW is
estimated 1081kg and the recuperated propulsion
system total weight is estimated equal to 1241kg
(Case A). If an in-between value of 10kW/kg is
used then the total recuperated propulsion system
total weight is estimated equal to 741kg (Case B)
and if an optimistic power density of 30kW/kg is
applied then the total weight is estimated equal to
408kg (Case C). The block fuel change relative to
the simple cycle configuration in relation to the
added weight for the OAG mission is presented in
Figure 18. Case A has a detrimental effect on fuel
consumption, since the added weight overcomes
the benefits of recuperation and high power
setting operating point. Case B, gives a benefit of
5.2% for the whole mission, indicating that a
series hybrid recuperated configuration may have
a positive effect on mission fuel consumption in
the near future. Case C gives a benefit of more
than 10% with respect to block fuel, since it is the
most optimistic case. The added weight for which
the fuel benefit for the specific mission is zeroed is
1085kg.

t

(6)

ΕOV  %  

P

el

 dt
 100

t 0
t

P

prop

 dt

t 0

Additionally the maximum ratio of electrical power
to propulsion power calculated during the mission
is calculated.
(7)

 P

PRe l  %    el  100 
P

 prop
max

t

t 0

As seen in Table 3 the addition of the recuperator
gives a significant block fuel benefit. This benefit
originates from the positive thermodynamic effect
of recuperation and from the fact that the
recuperated engine operates more time to higher
power setting, hence to regions of better
efficiency. This explains why the benefit of the
recuperation on the fuel burn decreases slightly
as the TOW increases (from 17.5% to 16%) since
the simple cycle engine operates at higher power
settings and hence at lower sfc as the TOW
increases. In any case the benefit on block fuel is
greater than the improvement on MCR sfc, since
the operating point benefit is added to the
thermodynamic benefit.
For TOW less than 5500kg the battery is not
used. As the TOW increases, the recuperated
engines are unable to produce the propulsion
power needed throughout the mission without
increasing the TET. Since a maximum value of
TET is imposed the utilization of the battery
increases. For TOW of 6260kg almost 9% of the

Table 3: Overall mission results for different TOW

simple cycle
recuperated
cycle

TOW [kg]

5000

5160

5360

5560

5760

5960

6260

Block Fuel [kg]

488.2

498.6

516.5

536.0

555.4

567.8

598.6

Block Fuel [kg]

402.7

412.2

428.5

446.5

464.2

475.5

503.2

PRel [%]

0

0

0

2.18

7.63

9.91

18.03

Eov [%]

0

0

0

0.74

2.53

4.40

8.91
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ΔBlock Fuel (%)

5

6. CONCLUSIONS

0

A series hybrid propulsion system utilizing a
recuperated gas turbine configuration is
assessed. Firstly a fully adapted engine model
capable to reproduce an engine steady state and
transient operation is built and used as a baseline
for the recuperated engine. The results indicate
that the model built in Amesim and adapted to the
relevant steady state data presents the expected
behaviour in terms of time constants and values
for transient operation as well, thus it can be used
for assessing both the steady state and transient
operation of the engine. Following a recuperated
version of the simple cycle engine is built and
simulated. The expected behaviour is observed.
The recuperated engine offers approximately 16%
better sfc at the expense of available power.
During transient manoeuvres the recuperated
engine is lagging compared to the simple cycle
due to the recuperator thermal inertia. The time
for achieving steady state increases for a specific
manoeuvre from less than 2 s for the simple cycle
to almost 12 s for the recuperated one, for the
heat exchanger mass calculated through the
preliminary weight evaluation. Additionally the
recuperated engine operates to significant lower
surge margin compared to the simple cycle.
Having established a recuperated version of the
engine a series hybrid configuration utilizing the
recuperated engine is built in Amesim and
assessed in terms of performance and engine
operability. An OAG mission is used for
comparing the simple gas turbine cycle and the
hybrid configuration. The hybrid recuperated
configuration offers a fuel economy in the range of
17% if the weight penalty is neglected. As the
TOW increases the electric propulsion energy
increases. For the case of TOW 6260kg, almost
9% of the propulsive energy comes from the
battery, with a maximum instant power
contribution of 18%. These results indicate that
the hybrid propulsion may be an enabling
technology for making recuperated configurations
appealing. For assessing the hybrid configuration
the weight penalty imposed by the electric power
system and the heat exchanger weight is
addressed. Three cases, relative to the electric
components power density are defined: one
pessimistic, one plausible and one optimistic. The
plausible one refers to envisioned 2025
technology. The configuration assessed indicates
that the block-fuel benefit of the series hybrid
configuration for the 2025 case is expected to be
around 5%. This value indicates that hybridization
may support the introduction of recuperated
engines in rotorcraft propulsion utilizing existing
engine designs reducing the development time
and cost.
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‐20
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Figure 18: OAG Mission fuel versus added weight
Concerning the engine operability, the engine
operating points throughout the mission are
depicted in Figure 19 and Figure 20 for the case
of TOW 5960kg. It is apparent that the
recuperated engine lag is greater than that of the
simple cycle engine, while the engine pressure
increased pressure drop moves the operating line
towards the surge line. Specifically the surge
margin is reduced by approximately 30% for the
axial compressor and by 50% for the centrifugal
compressor, mostly due to the engine transient
operation. This behaviour indicates that the
response of the recuperated engine on fast
transient should be examined for further
assessing the viability of the configuration.
Nevertheless for the mission examined the
recuperated engine operates in the stable region.
operating line
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11

operating line simple
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Figure 19: operating points throughout the OAG
mission – axial compressor
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Figure 20: operating points throughout the OAG
mission – centrifugal compressor
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